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I. PURPOSE

Acknowledging the significant cost with parking at the hospitals, Schulich Medicine & Dentistry has made arrangements to provide a parking pass for the clerkship year at a reduced rate.

II. DEFINITIONS

III. STATEMENT

1.0 Arrangements have been made for London clerks to purchase hospital parking privileges in London at a significantly reduced cost for the clerkship year.

2.0 Payment can be made and receipt obtained from Jennifer Cordick in the Undergraduate Medical Education Office, MSB 111A.1.

3.0 A parking pass, valid at all three London hospital sites, will be obtained by the student from the Parking Office at the University Hospital site. You will be asked to produce your receipt – please do not lose your receipt as a replacement receipt WILL NOT be issued.

4.0 The parking office is located on the ground level in the parking building beside University Hospital (not the parking building across the road from the hospital).

5.0 You will be required to pay a refundable $20 deposit to the parking office for the transponder.

6.0 Please note that these parking privileges will cease at the end of the clerkship year and cannot be extended into the electives period.

7.0 If, at St. Joseph’s Hospital, you encounter a “Lot Full” sign at the parking garage, you should still attempt to find a spot as there will likely be a few left. If one is not available, approach the attendant in the parking office (which is at the exit of the garage) to ask for assistance. They may be able to allow parking in some restricted areas – with permission – as needed.